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A meeting of the Sunrise Water Authority Board of Commissioners was held on Wednesday,
September 27, 2017 at 6:00 p.m. at Sunrise Water Authority 10602 SE 129th Avenue, Happy Valley,
Oregon 97086.

Board Present: Ernie Platt, Chair; Ron Blake, Vice Chair; Kevin Bailey, Secretary; Chris Hawes
Steve Gaschler
Board Absent: Ron Henson, Eric Hofeld
Staff Present: Wade Hathhorn, General Manager; Tim Jannsen, Engineering Manager; Kim
Anderson, Government Relations Manager; Carol Bryck, CFO; Cindy Richards, Administrative
Assistant
Visitors Present: Bill Blanas, CRW Board; Lynn Fisher, OLWSD Board; Mike Stouder, ZIA
Construction; Denise Bergstrom, future Finance Director
CALL MEETING TO ORDER
The meeting was called to order at 6:00 p.m.
A motion to approve the agenda was made by Hawes and seconded by Blake. The motion carried
4-0.

OUTSTANDING ITEMS
Gaschler entered at 6:02 p.m.
PUBLIC COMMENT: CRBC REQUEST
Hathhorn explained that CRBC made a request that Sunrise move a waterline. The waterline was
discovered when CRBC accidentally hit the line while attempting to remove a culvert. CRBC is
hoping that Sunrise will move the waterline at no cost to CRBC. Hathhorn explained the normal
procedure for moving a waterline. Hathhorn explained the relationship between CRBC and Sunrise
and explained that the project is beneficial. Jannsen noted that abandoning the pipe is not an
option as it is an important part of the water system.
Blake, who serves on CRBC's Board, explained that CRBC only gets funding from grants and
$40,000 a year from CRWP which is already intended for other projects.
Hawes asked Jannsen the cost to move the pipe. Jannsen estimated it would be $20,000 to $30,000
and described what that might entail. Hawes asked for alternative solutions. Jannsen described the
possibility of re-doing the culvert as a box-culvert which would be more expensive so he wouldn't
recommend it.
Gaschler commented that at some point the culvert is going to fail and Sunrise is going to have to
deal with it. We have a vested interest and need to be good neighbors. He proposed that staff
continue the conversation and determine both agencies' investment in the project. Platt agreed,
adding that CRBC should extend their own time in obtaining permits and Sunrise may not be happy
with the work of an outside engineer so might as well do the engineering in house. Platt asked what
Sunrise's dues are to CRBC. Jannsen and Hathhorn speculated but didn't know off hand. Platt
suggested Sunrise not pay their portion of the dues. Hathhorn said he didn't know if that would be
feasible since the dues are through an IGA with CRWP and CRBC isn't directly involved in
collecting the dues. Blake suggested that CRBC could mitigate the wetland on the new office site as
wetlands are their specialty.
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Platt asked the commissioners if they were comfortable letting Jannsen and Hathhorn negotiate with
CRBC. Hathhorn said there is a lot of room to negotiate and provided the example of asking CRBC
if they have resources to pay for pipe.

1. CONSENT AGENDA
A motion to approve the consent agenda consisting of the items listed below was made by Bailey
and seconded by Hawes. The motion carried unanimously.
1.1
1.2

Approval of Minutes of August 23, 2017
Acceptance of Water Mains and Related Facilities for Steven's Creek Apartments

2. DISCUSSION ITEMS
2.1
Financial Statements - August 2017
Hathhorn introduced Denise Bergstrom, Sunrise's new Finance Director and thanked Carol Bryck
for her contributions to Sunrise through the CRWSC.
Bryck summarized the cash position and transfers report and noted a $1 million transfer from the
general fund to the LGIP and SDC funds.
A motion to accept the financial statements as presented was made by Blake and seconded by Bailey.
The motion carried unanimously.

2.2
Approve the CRWSC Planning Document
Hathhorn explained that this item is a formality. He explained that the agreement through the
CRWSC requires a planning document which sets the stage to begin having conversations for
buying and selling water through the CRWSC. The CRWSC Board approved the document subject
to approval by the member boards and CRW's Board has also already approved the document.
A motion to approve the CRWSC Planning Document was made by Blake and seconded by
Gaschler. The motion carried unanimously.
Hathhorn asked the Board to move to item 2.5 now as a member of the public was here to speak on
that item.

2.5
Customer Request for Temporary Extraterritorial Water Service
Anderson summarized that after an inquiry by contractor Mike Stouder, Sunrise staff discovered that
a property on 190th Court was the lone parcel in its subdivision to have never officially annexed to
Sunrise. Staff has confumed that Stouder has submitted an annexation application to the County,
but it is incomplete and will not be considered until corrections are made. However, closing cannot
occur for the new homeowners until the annexation is complete. Stouder is seeking a temporary
extraterritorial water service to allow for closing to occur. Platt asked for the length of time the
temporary condition is being requested. Anderson explained that the County is waiting for an
annexation resolution which will take 90 days to become effective. Platt asked if six months would
be reasonable. Anderson replied that it is up to Board discretion. Platt shared his perspective that
there should be a time constraint placed on it, but an extension can be sought if necessary. There
was a discussion about whether 120 days or 180 days would be most sufficient.
A motion to permit a temporary extraterritorial water service for a period of 180 days was made by
Hawes and seconded by Bailey. The motion carried unanimously. Stouder exited at 6:35 p.m.

2.3
Variance for Monterey Estates Development
Platt explained that the previous developer of Monterey E states came before the Board last year
asking for special exception to be given for the development. He explained the history of the
development. Ultimately that request led to the need to amend the Rules and Regulations to allow
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the Board to consider variances. Hathhorn added that the language in the Rules and Regulations
requires a minimum of five affirmative votes in order for a variance to be approved. Platt asked if a
resolution or ordinance were necessary. Hathhorn said just a vote was needed to allow for a
vanance.
Hathhorn provided a detailed history of the development.
Hawes commented that any time you do a variance you set a precedent. Hathhorn agreed and
added that Staff and the Board made it clear that this is a rare circumstance and don't want everyone
who doesn't meet our design standards to make a variance request. The difference here is that this
was done under a different land use originally, then it went belly-up with millions of dollars in
infrastructure in the ground, which makes it a unique situation. Typically staff would have the
opportunity to tell developers that this set-up isn't acceptable prior to the developer starting work.
Platt noted that while this is a different owner it is the same engineer so there is some degree of
continuity. Gaschler asked what happens when their system fails and they want to give their water
service to us because they don't specialize in water. Hathhorn replied that this setup is similar to a
condo and there is no way to ensure the same won't happen in that case either.
A motion to approve an exception to the Rules and Regulations regarding the proposed service to
Monterey Estates was made by Blake and seconded by Bailey. Hathhorn suggested that the item be
formally approved by resolution so it's easier to access in the record. Platt summarized the current
motion and stated that there will be a resolution at the next meeting. The motion carried
unanimously.

2.4

Update on Cross-Connection Program and Forced Testing of Residential Backflow
Devices
Hathhorn summarized the history of the cross-connection program at Sunrise, noting that in 2011
the Board had a long discussion about the State's rules regarding backflows. As a result of that
discussion, an ordinance was written that left enough room to be compliant with the law and
address backflow by contamination risk. Since then, staff has spent some time identifying the high
risk facilities and ensuring that they have backflow devices and that they're tested annually.
Hathhorn said for the last three years the agency has seen about 100% compliance on the high
hazards but now that the high hazards are being addressed, it's time to look for compliance for low
risk businesses or residences. Hathhorn estimated that the compliance among the low risk facilities
has been very low, less than 10%.
In response the agency ran a test program and tried to educate a neighborhood of low risk hazards
to see if educational materials would bring forth a better response. Staff started by sending out a
brochure, which didn't get any response, so Staff followed up with a letter indicating that if the test
wasn't conducted annually, Sunrise would hire a backflow tester to perform the test and charge the
tester's fee to the owner's water bill. Hathhorn reported that a majority of the customers who called
asked staff to just have the test done and add it to the bill. Due to that response, Hathhorn shared
his belief that in order to have compliance, the testing will likely have to be done in this forced
manner, which leaves the Board with the question o f whether or not to continue force-testing
backflow devices. If so, do we want to do it every year or just periodically and see if the behaviors
will change over time? Anderson commented that the customers who called and asked Sunrise to
move forward with the force-testing seemed to see the option as a convenience and that many
customers said they saved money compared to when they had to find their own backflow testers.
Platt pointed out that this test group was just a fixed customer base, only one-sixteenth of the total
customer connections in our service area. He asked what will be done with the others that aren't
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high risk. Hathhorn said he wasn't sure yet, but one option might be to force-test on a rotation but
ask customers to do the test annually.
Gaschler shared the process at the City of Troutdale where customers are evaluated on three levels
o f risk: no risk, low risk, or high risk. There, compliance is forced or the threat is that service will be
disconnected. Customers receive a certain number of warnings based on their risk, ranging from
two to five notices. He noted that the City has 100% compliance but getting to that point might be
a headache for Sunrise due to the amount of work involved. Hathhorn asked if the City offers to
have the testing done on the customers' behalves. Gaschler said no. Hathhorn asked if the City
actually shuts the water off if they don't comply. Gaschler said he didn't think so but guessed that
was because they all seem to comply. Hathhorn asked what staffing is required to achieve that level
of compliance. Gaschler estimated it to take half of one employee's time plus other support
personnel, but that the City's system is only a third the size o f Sunrise's. Gaschler stated that crossconnection is a big issue and shouldn't be taken lightly and he didn't think it was asking too much of
customers to comply in order to keep their drinking water system safe.
Anderson explained that one issue with compliance is actually receiving the reports from the testers.
Gaschler and Hathhorn discussed the resources required to address compliance adequately and still
receive full compliance.
Hathho rn commented that this is just an update.

2.6

Revision of the Calendar for Updating SDCs

Hathhorn said we discussed this last time but decided to move the calendar back a month as the
December 27 mee ting date right after Christmas might not come across as very transparent. The
first public hearing is in January. Notices of intent to adjust SDCs will go out with the January
meeting date.
A motion to approve the revised SDC calendar was made by Hawes and seconded by Bailey. The
motion carried unanimously.
Gaschler asked about the current residential SDC. Jannsen said the cash price is $8,500.

3. STAFF REPORTS
3.1
Manager's Update
Hathhorn reiterated that he was happy to welcome D enise Bergstrom, the new Finance Director.
Staff has been working to obtain an easement to its cast iron pipe serving Reservoir 4, at the former
Scou ter's Mountain Boy Scout camp. Metro's Council will consider the request for an easement at
their meeting tomorrow night. In the pre-app meeting with the City of Happy Valley for the
Armstrong Circle site, the City asked Sunrise to use the half o f the property nearest to SE 172nd
Avenue. They were supportive of the land use and partition plans. Hathhorn explained that Staff
would like an early grading permit to put dirt on the site during construction of Reservoir 11. Staff
is evaluating the potential use of the State's records management software system, which is available
on the Cloud. CRW is currently using the system. Blake asked if there is potential for sharing the
program with CRW through the CRWSC. Hathhorn said no, the agencies have to have separate
contracts due to the licensing and cost per seat. Bryck added that the cost will go down on per
person usage as more public agencies sign up to use the system.
Hathhorn recalled that the meeting schedule was addressed earlier as part of the SD C calendar item,
but the Board may want to consider changing the November and December meeting dates, as they
fall near the holidays for those months. The November meeting falls the day before T hanksgiving.
Platt recalled the last meeting's discussio n about moving the meeting to November 29 and asked if
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anyone preferred keeping the meeting on November 22. There was preference among the Board for
November 29. Platt said the regular schedule for the December meeting would be the 27'h but
December 20 is an option as the SDC calendar no longer forces the December 27 meeting. The
Board agreed to move the meeting to December 20.
Hathhorn explained that CRWP conducts an annual watershed tour which rotates between the
upper-watershed and the lower. This year the tour will be of the upper-watershed, so it will start at
the water treatment plant and move up as far as Timothy Lake. The tour is very informative.
Hathhorn directed the Board to let Richards know if they are interested in attending the tour and
she will RSVP on their behalf. Platt, Hawes and Blake shared that they were already registered.
Bailey will be out of town.

3.2
Engineering & Construction Reports
3.3
Operational Reports
No comments.

4. BOARD BUSINESS
4.1
Board Calendar
No comments.
4.2
Liaison Reports
Bailey reported that Happy Valley became a tree city again and that Abundant Life Church is
developing a parking lot. The City wants to take on their own streets and collect SDCs. They want
to develop their own SDC methodology and the County signed off on it. Blake was out of town
and didn't attend any meetings. Hawes reported that at Boring Water a $10,000 credit may be owed,
and the Board is short handed, but a new commissioner will be swearing in at the next meeting.
Gaschler reported that CRW handled general business and commented that the agency is doing a
great job all around. Platt said that OLWSD hired Sarah Jo Chaplen as General Manager and today
is her first day. She is the former City Manager at the City of Hillsboro and a previous state
employee.
4.3
Information Items
4.4
Future Agenda Items
Hawes shared his appreciation for the annual picnic and commented that staff is nice. Platt added
that the picnic was lovely.
Platt adjourned the meeting at 7:42 p.m.
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